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The United Kingdom Presidency: 

Defra’s Priorities 

1. In this report we make available the oral evidence given to Sub-Committee D 
(Environment and Agriculture) on Wednesday 6 July 2005 by the Secretary 
of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, the Rt. Hon. Margaret  
Beckett MP. 

2. The United Kingdom assumed the Presidency of the European Union (EU) 
on 1 July 2005, with a number of agricultural and environmental objectives 
high on the agenda. This report examines those priorities and makes 
recommendations. 

Key Priorities 

3. The Secretary of State confirmed to us that the United Kingdom Presidency 
has five major environment and agriculture priorities, with the theme of 
better regulation running through the agenda (Q 4). The priorities are:  

 Action on climate change 

 Progress on chemicals legislation 

 World Trade Organization negotiations 

 Reform of the sugar regime 

 Introduction of the new sustainable development strategy 

4. Alongside the Presidency priorities the Commission is due to publish seven 
thematic strategies on the environment before December. The Government 
hope to make progress on the strategy on air quality during the Presidency. 

5. The Secretary of State had recently undertaken a “pre-Presidency” tour of 
key Member States at which she had met both Environment and Agriculture 
Ministers from other Member States. She was keen to ensure that the United 
Kingdom Presidency would proceed in an “efficient and workmanlike” 
manner. 

Common Agricultural Policy 

Financial Perspective negotiations 

6. We were interested to hear that the negotiations on the next Financial 
Perspective (2007-2013) would develop during the United Kingdom 
Presidency (Q 8). We have taken a particular interest in considering what 
funding will be available for the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) during 
this Perspective1. 

7. The Secretary of State stressed that detail on CAP funding could not be 
decided while discussions on the overall EU budget continue. However she 

                                                                                                                                     
1  We have examined the implications of the proposed Common Agricultural Policy budget for 2007-2013 in 

detail in a recent report: European Union Select Committee, 2nd report, (2005-06) Future Financing of the 

Common Agricultural Policy, (HL 7). 
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took the view that financial spending on agriculture within the EU should be 
reduced in real terms and future spending should be focused towards rural 
development and agri-environmental schemes (Q 9). 

8. We agree that the emphasis should be on rural development schemes, 
and we consider such spending should be focused towards the new 
Member States. As stated in our earlier report, we strongly 
recommend that rural development funding under Pillar 2 of the 
Common Agricultural Policy should not suffer as a result of 
restrictions on the EU budget as a whole2. Regarding Pillar 1, to re-
open the Brussels ceiling now would create further instability in an 
already complex negotiation and we therefore do not believe that the 
agreement should be re-opened. 

World Trade Organization negotiations 

9. On the issue of elimination of EU export subsidies as part of the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) Doha Development Round, the Secretary of 
State was optimistic that progress had been made since last July3. She 
considered other non-EU nations to also be committed to the Round. She 
did concede, however, that it would be “extremely difficult” to reach 
agreement on this issue at the upcoming WTO ministerial meeting in 
December (Q 5). 

Sugar sector reform 

10. The Secretary of State told us that the one option not available with regard 
to the sugar sector is the “status quo”. The key drivers for reform are the need 
for a new approach given that the present sugar regime is due to end in 2006; 
and the introduction of the Everything But Arms agreement in 2009 which 
will provide duty free access for less developed countries to the EU sugar 
market. 

11. The Government are planning to reach agreement on proposals for reform of 
the sugar sector4 during the United Kingdom Presidency (Q 15). We 
support the Government’s determination to bring the sugar regime 
into line with the general reform of the Common Agricultural Policy. 
Reform of this sector is long overdue, and we will be inquiring into 
this subject in the autumn5.  

Marine Environment 

12. We were pleased to hear that the Government recognise the critical 
importance of viewing fishing within the context of the wider marine 
environment (Q 16). We urge the Government, during their 
Presidency, to ensure this approach is accepted by all Member States 
and informs the debate in the Agriculture and Fisheries Council.  

                                                                                                                                     
2 Ibid, para 91. 

3  The EU committed itself to the Round by being among the WTO signatories who signed up to an outline 

new trade agreement in July 2004 (WTO General Council Decision WT/L/579, 2 August 2004). 

4 COM (2005) 263 final, 22 June 2005 

5 More details of our inquiry can be found on our website: 

http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/lords_s_comm_d.cfm 
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13. We recently published a short report6 on EU fisheries legislation based on 
evidence we received from the Fisheries Minister, Ben Bradshaw MP, in 
March. Mr Bradshaw stated that the Government would be in favour of 
reforming the yearly decision-making process for setting fishing quotas which 
would allow more time for parliamentary scrutiny of the proposals7. 

14. We were pleased that the Government have pledged to ensure the 
handling of fisheries proposals is “better managed” in order to 
improve the scrutiny process in advance of the December Agriculture 
and Fisheries Council. We will work with Defra to ensure this is 
achieved. 

The “Nuclear Package” 

15. We continue to hold under scrutiny the “nuclear package” of proposals 
which cover the safety of nuclear installations and the disposal of nuclear 
waste8.  

16. The Secretary of State was unable to foresee any movement on these 
proposals during the United Kingdom Presidency. The dossier had not been 
prioritised by the preceding Presidency and there was no activity planned by 
the next (Q 18).  

Chemicals legislation 

17. Progress on the Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals 
dossier9 is expected during the Presidency. The Secretary of State said it was 
hoped that the whole package could be agreed over the next six months (Q  
21). 

Action on climate change 

18. The Secretary of State spoke at length with us on the issue of climate change. 
She considered that the first round of the EU emissions trading scheme (EU 
ETS) had been reasonably successful, bearing in mind that it was a very new 
system (Q 23). It was agreed that there had been difficulties with the 
National Allocation Plans. For the second round of the scheme, the United 
Kingdom will be pressing for a more robust and transparent process to 
ensure consistency between Member States. We are encouraged by this 
and urge the Government to do all they can during the Presidency to 
improve the National Allocation Plans for the next stage of the EU 
ETS.  

19. The Secretary of State was very clear that the United Kingdom would be 
seeking to include aviation in the emissions trading scheme as soon as 

                                                                                                                                     
6 European Union Select Committee, 7th report, (2005-06), European Union Fisheries Legislation, (HL 24). 

7  Ibid, QQ 2-5. 

8 12386/04: amended proposal for a Council Directive (Euratom) on the safe management of spent nuclear 
fuel and radioactive waste, and amended proposal for a Council Directive laying down basic obligations 
and general principles on the safety of nuclear installations, (COM(2004)526). 

9 15409/03: (i) Proposal for a Regulation concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and 

Restriction of Chemicals (REACH), establishing a European Chemicals Agency and amending Directive 

1999/45/EC and Regulation (EC) {on Persistent Pollutants}; and (ii) Proposal for a Directive amending 

Council Directive 67/548/EEC in order to adapt it to Regulation (EC) of the European Parliament and of 

the Council concerning the registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction of chemicals; and  

Adds 1-6. 
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possible, and that they were aiming for a date of 2008.  The Government 
support the emissions trading system as they believe this is more likely to 
result in a greater environmental benefit than aviation fuel taxation, but 
recognise that other Member States have not developed their positions yet. A 
Commission paper on the options available for dealing with aviation would 
be produced this month which would initiate debate (Q 25).  

20. The Committee supports the Government’s goal of trying to deal with 
the environmental impact of aviation emissions as soon as possible. 
We reiterate our earlier recommendation that emissions from intra-
EU flights be brought into the EU ETS at the earliest possible 
opportunity10.  

21. This Report is made to the House for information. 

                                                                                                                                     
10  European Union Select Committee, 30th report, (2003-04), The EU and Climate Change (HL 179) para 

172. 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE EUROPEAN UNION (SUB-COMMITTEE D)

Wednesday 6 July 2005

Present Cameron of Dillington, L Peel, E
Christopher, L Plumb, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L Renton of Mount Harry, L (Chairman)
Miller of Chilthorne Domer, B

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Rt Hon Margaret Beckett, a Member of the House of Commons, Secretary of State for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, and Mr Gavin Ross, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Secretary of State, thank you very facing Europe, and we have also worked closely with
the Commission and the European Parliament andmuch indeed for coming this morning. It is the first

day of the G8 Summit, so it is particularly important otherMember States. The College of Commissioners
came to the UK last Friday, as the Committee mayfor us that you have found time to come. I gather we

have about 45 minutes. You obviously want to get have seen, and my ministerial team and I had very
constructive talks with five of the Commissionersaway to the Prime Minister’s questions.

Secretary of State: I ammindful that we started a little covering the span of theDepartment’s work, and that
was very useful and very constructive. I have alsometlate, so you might want to go on for a few minutes.
the Chairs of the European Parliament committees
on more than one occasion, and we also had aQ2 Chairman: That is very kind of you; thank you.
meeting with some of the members of the EuropeanWhat we have done, as you know, is drafted
Parliament who came across to discuss thequestions along the lines that we thought of asking
presidency programme. In June I held a pre-you. We have left climate change to the last on
presidency tour of as many as could be managed ofpurpose, because we felt you would have a lot to say
the key Member States, including, of course, Italy,on that subject and we have a lot of questions to ask
France and Germany, and in each of those capitals Ion that subject. Therefore, we thought we would
met with environment and agriculture ministers; socover the other matters first, making quite certain we
we are doing our best to run an eYcient andhave ten to fifteen minutes at the end for you to tell
workroom-like presidency. I will be chairing both theus your thoughts on climate change and for us to ask
Environment and the Agriculture Councils. Thequestions about that. I hope that suits you. We are
Environment Council will meet twice, thebeing recorded: the proceedings will be web-cast; any
Agriculture and Fisheries Council will meet fivecomments on the microphone, I warn my colleagues,
times, and Ben Bradshawwill chair the fisheries itemswill be picked up too, and the meeting will be
on the Agriculture and Fisheries Council andrecorded for BBC Parliament Television. Are any of
obviously operate that and also Defra oYcials willyour colleagues with you? Is Mr Ross with you?
Chair the many working groups during theSecretary of State: Yes, sir, he is.
presidency. We are also continuing to try and liaise
closely with the European Parliament, both onQ3 Chairman: He has got a name tag there.
legislation because of their co-decision role and alsoSecretary of State:We did not realise that. It does not
on areas of common interest, like climate change,say so at the back.
sustainable development and better regulation, and
we will try to promote sustainable developmentQ4 Chairman: Would you like to make any short
throughout our presidency. Our top priority for theopening statement to us before we start?
whole of the UK presidency will be the pursuit ofSecretary of State: I will, if that would be helpful to
better regulation, in particular we will try tothe Committee, and I will try to keep it short because
encourage sound impact assessment in any proposalsI am mindful that your questions are themselves very
that are coming forward, but, apart from the overallimportant. As we have been preparing for the
priority for the presidency, of course, we in Defrapresidency we have worked very closely, both with
have five headline priorities. Climate change is athe previous presidency, the Luxembourg
priority for the whole presidency, but also we havegovernment, and also with Austria and, indeed,
the chemicals regulation, known as REACH; there isFinland, who follow us into the presidency to try to

get continuity in addressing the challenges that are the working on the World Trade Organization
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move to phase out export subsidies as long as thenegotiations, sugar reform in the CAP, and the
beginnings of developing a new sustainable United States was moving to phase out export credits

and look at what it does through food aid and as longdevelopment strategy for the EU as a whole; so it is
quite a policy-rich agenda. On climate change in this as the people like the Cairns Group are looking at

state trading enterprises. So there are several aspects;context, we will be trying to make sure it stays high
on the EU agenda. Towards the end of our it is not just what one might call plain and

straightforward export subsidies and you are quitepresidency we have summits—EU China, EU India,
EU Canada, EU Russia—and on each of those we correct to say that, although we think it is extremely

important and essential in many ways for the successwill try to make sure that climate change is high on
the agenda, and, of course, there is the millennium of the Doha round to make progress in this area, it

will be extremely diYcult to do so unless we are allreview site taking place in New York also. In
December there is the first meeting of the parties for making progress in the same direction.
the Kyoto Protocol, which will be held in Montreal,
and, of course, theWorld Trade Talks taking place in Q6 Chairman: To be blunt and short about this, do
Hong Kong in December, and that is where we will you see any sign of the United States moving
be trying to make again significant progress on the seriously?
Doha development round. Specifically in the Secretary of State: Yes, we have seen such signs. As I
Council, we will be putting in a major eVort to try to say, last July there appeared to be a willingness to
get political agreement on REACH, the chemicals look at this. As you may know, things have gone a
regulation, and similarly on sugar reform through the little quieter of late, but there is an important meeting
Agriculture Council, and we will be trying to get in China later this month and I think we will have a
consensus among partners on a reform which will be better idea then of what the prospects for progress are
market-based and liberalising. Of course, there is as we work towards Hong Kong.
much other work being carried on in the department
and many other dossiers. If I can give you one

Q7 Lord Christopher: Could I ask you two shortexample, there are in preparation some seven
questions, please, Secretary of State? Have you got inthematic strategies. We very much hope that the one
the context of the WTO discussions anybodyon air quality, which we understand is likely to be the
working at all on the issue of food security, certainlyfirst to be ready, will come during our presidency, but
for the United Kingdom, but I suppose Europe, and,obviously we will progress whatever dossier we can.
partly related to that, is anybody looking at what IWe will try and complete negotiations on avian
see as the need for some study of the costs benefits of,influenza and on broiler chicken welfare and to begin
for example, Britain, as we were throughout thework on a new proposal on pesticides, and, in
winter, importing food fromKenya as against Kenyaparticular, of course, we will be trying to work to get
growing food, subsidised if you like, to feed thoseimprovement on restoring and maintaining fish
who need the food in Africa.stocks and getting agreement and hopefully getting
Secretary of State: We have not got people workingproposals rather earlier than usual for the usual
on what we might call food security as such, not leastFisheries Council negotiations.
because, I am not quite sure how long it is, but it is
certainly many decades, more than a hundred years,

Q5 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. probably a couple of hundred years at least, since the
Clearly, you and your colleagues at Defra are going United Kingdom has been totally self-suYcient in
to have a busy six months, and some of the biggest food. We have long been a trading nation, and very
issues you have mentioned are indeed on the proud to be so, and, in consequence, a nation that
questions that we would like now to ask you. Could imported food, among other things, from elsewhere.
I kick oV? It is to do with WTO and the Doha What we are certainly doing though and we are
development round. Clearly we are all taking the putting quite a lot of eVort into is encouraging local
view, are we not, that the EU has got to get rid of its sourcing, which is a diVerent way of approaching the
export subsidies—I think the Chancellor said that a same problem, and for a variety of diVerent reasons.
very short time ago too—but how far can you move We think genuinely there is very high quality of
on this issue up to theHongKongmeeting unless you British food available, but there is much benefit, not
get some sign, some support, that the USA are also least when one considers food miles, in encouraging
going to reduce or remove their export subsidies? Are people to source produce locally, and so we are
they not very much one of the big keys to unlocking continuing to look at that, including working within
this situation? the public sector to encouraging more local sourcing.
Secretary of State: That is certainly correct, but it is Therefore, we are addressing it from that point of
not only the United States. We would want to see, view really rather than from an abstract concept of
indeed, and have undertaken—Last July there was food security. I know that was part of the

consideration when the CommonAgricultural Policythe outline of an understanding that the EU would
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is spent on the CommonAgricultural Policy, and I dowas first set up for Europe as a whole, not least in the
aftermath of food shortages during the war, but I not just mean percentage reductions, because, of

course, the percentage has gone down slightly, butthink if you asked us now where do we see the
security concerns, it would bemore in terms of energy that is, in part, because the overall budget has gone

up; so we are talking about actual reductions insecurity and indeed climate security. The big risks
that we see today stem from the impact of climate. expenditure on agricultural policy but, within

whatever is the level of expenditure, we strongly share
the Committee’s view and have continued toQ8 Lord Christopher: Let us move on to reform of
advocate this in the Council and to try and pursue itthe CAP during our presidency. You may know,
ourselves, that it is indeed in support of ruralSecretary of State, that we published a report two
development and agri-environment, what can beweeks ago on the future financing of the CAP which
done through agriculture to assist the environment,Peter Riddle at The Times was kind enough to
that we think should be the direction in which publicdescribe as a roadmap for reform of the CAP.
money should in future go.What is more, we take theBasically we were making three points: the first was
view, which I take it from your remarks is clearlythat we felt that the single farm payment had to go at
shared by the Committee, that these are perfectlyleast by the year 2013, the end of the next period, and
good, legitimate public goods to which the publicthat also there should be remaining two particular
should be prepared to commit public funds, becausefunds, one in eVect an environmental fund for
themarket will not remove them in the sameway, butfarmers that would help them in their non-productive
also that this may be the only basis on which in theactivities, their country stewardship activities which
very long term the public will be prepared to seethey do not produce money themselves but are very
public money continue to go into the support of ruralimportant from a country stewardship point of view,
areas and the environment and so on. Therefore weand, secondly, a rural development fund particularly
take the view that it is very much in the long-termfor the new entrants, because we were quite horrified
interests of the farming community to move in thisby some of the evidence we were given as to the
direction. I will not disguise from the Committee thatarchaic, mediaeval state of agriculture in a number of
not everybody shares this view to quite the samenew entry countries, and not least in Romania that
degree in the Agriculture Council, but we continue towill come in in 2007. Do you see any chance during
advocate this.the next six months of that sort of reform of the CAP,
Chairman: Three colleagues have caught my eye ongradual and a road map, moving forward?
this subject; Earl Peel first.Secretary of State: There is no doubt that there are

likely to be continued discussions about the financial
perspective during the next six months. That is not Q10 Earl Peel: Thank you, my Lord Chairman.
least because, although, as the Committee will know, Secretary of State, the PrimeMinister’s recent attack
we were not, in fact, bound to be giving to discuss the on the Common Agricultural Policy would, I think,
next financial perspective at this stage, but those allow any casual observer to think that the whole of
discussions were begun by the Luxembourg the CAP budget is now back in the melting pot and
presidency. The discussions having been begun, it up for grabs. What I would like to do, if I may, is to
raised awareness very, very highly among the new try and establish the UK’s position with regard to the
Member States about the implications for them in single farm payment. Notwithstanding what the
terms of their long-term budget planning, how they Chairman has said, and I acknowledge that there was
handled their resources, etcetera. So, whereas I am a view of the Committee that it should be phased out
not sure there would have been quite such a degree of eventually, it seems to me that what the farming
pressure for more movement, more discussion at this community require at the moment more than
time, there is now that pressure and one has to anything else is stability. You made it clear that you
recognise that reality. If, therefore, we are to continue are very happywith the arrangements that weremade
to discuss the next financial perspective, then we are in 2003; so my question really is this. What guarantee
bound, I think, to look at the whole area of the can you give that that element of the of Pillar 1, which
handling of the budget of the EU. I think, if I may say represents the single farm payment as opposed to any
so, the Committee was being quite ambitious in form of direct subsidy or export subsidy, will, in fact,
suggesting that a single farm payment might come to remain in place for the duration, giving farmers the
an end in 2013. security and knowledge that that single farm

payment will be there?
Secretary of State: First of all, I think, if I may say so,Q9 Chairman: It was not easy to reach that
that the Prime Minister would reject the suggestionrecommendation!
that he was attacking the CAP.He was responding toSecretary of State: I certainly take note of that
suggestions about what should be the direction ofambition. We very much share the view that there

should continue to be substantial reductions in what reform of the EU’s budget and finances in the next
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5 per cent of the people? I dispute that, and I disputefinancial perspective by pointing out that there were
good reasons to consider the whole of the budget it very strongly, because, of course, a lot of people

benefited from the CAP, not just farmers. Certainlyand, in particular, this very large area of the budget
which presently still goes into agriculture. He has the total number of farmers in the whole of the

European Union is about 5 per cent. In this countrymade it very clear that, for example, he would like to
see export subsidies phased out, but he has also made it is a little more than 1 per cent, and, if you take the

people who were at the Royal Show, about 8 per centit clear that we are talking about the next financial
perspective, that we do not envisage either overnight of the people would, of course, be only farmers. So I

ask that particular question: whether you accept thereform or abrupt change in the CAP or, indeed, the
abandonment of the process on which we are money actually goes directly to the farmer?
presently embarked; and I think roughly one might Secretary of State: First, can I say that, of course, as
say that we would aim, say, midway through the next always it is diYcult to deal with how one’s remarks
financial perspective to be phasing in substantial are presented and the impression that is created, but
change, but we are very mindful of the fact that these can I perhaps remind the Committee that the Prime
are changes of considerable importance, even if we Minister is not alone in saying that there should be
were able to reach agreement on them, and that they further substantial reduction in the budget that goes
would have to be phased in, as indeed such change into agriculture. In 2003 the EU itself had a report,
always has been. As you will know, we are ourselves the Sapir Report, which made just such a call, and
phasing in the new basis for the single farm payment that was not an attack on the CAP; I think it was seen
over some eight years, and I do not think anyone more as a statement of fact almost that this was
round this table would dispute that there are few something that was bound to come. I take your point
industries that can have that level of security in the entirely that, of course, the specific numbers that are
face of a period of substantial change. We are very directly regarded as employed in farming are
mindful indeed of the need for a degree of certainty exceeded by the numbers who in some way relate to
and a degree of stability in order to enable businesses or have some portion of their income which relates to
to plan securely for the long-term. the prosperities of farming. That is bound to be so;

that is so with every enterprise and industry. Let us
take the example of Rover. It is not just the peopleQ11 Earl Peel: Presumably you acknowledge the
who are actually employed in the place, it is all theprinciple that the single farm payment is not a
ancillary activities that are aVected when there issubsidy as such but is a payment to farmers in
change, and that must be so, but when it comes to therecognition of the cross-compliance conditions that
issue of whether or not we think it is justifiable forthey have to abide by?
40 per cent of the budget to go into this area, even ifSecretary of State: It is certainly the case that farmers
it supports rather more than 5 per cent of thewould not receive a payment unless they meet the
population, I think we would still argue, and I do notcross-compliance conditions, and that is beyond
dispute at all the view of the Prime Minister and thedispute.
Chancellor, that this is a disproportionate use of our
budget and not perhaps a use which is the best value

Q12 Lord Plumb: Lord Chairman, to achieve the formoney in terms of equipping the EuropeanUnion
ambition of this Committee to phase out subsidies by to tackle the challenges of the future.
2013, I hope the Secretary of State would agree, will Chairman: Lord Livsey. I must remind my
depend entirely on the market situation at that colleagues, if we are to get through our agenda, to
particular time, that is a market situation in make your questions brief.
production from within, and, of course, recognising
the quantity of product that will be presumably still

Q13 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: I will be as suchcoming in from abroad, food production is a long-
succinct as I possibly can. I have a document here,term business. I am sure the Prime Minister would
Secretary of State, published by the Foreign andsay that he is not attacking the CAP, but I have to say
Commonwealth OYce on the UK Presidency of thethe impression given to farmers all over the land is
European Union, and on page 14, paragraph 48, itthat he was, and that is the way it has been presented,
says: “The UK Presidency hopes to agree the EUand the same, of course, with the Chancellor. We
strategy for rural development. This strategy isrealise, of course, that reforming the CAP is an on-
important for improving environmental outcomes ofgoing process. As the market changes so the reform
agricultural schemes.” Given what has been alreadywill take place, or adjustments will take place, and
said here about cutting the EU budget (and we know,probably should. I would like to ask, Chairman, the
for example, if the CAP budget is about 1 per centSecretary of State whether she would agree therefore
there is a strong resistance within the community forwith the Prime Minister and with the Chancellor,
reducing Pillar 1, which are single farm payments),who have both said on a number of occasions

recently, that 40 per cent of the total budget goes to there will not be any money left for rural
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Q15 Lord Cameron of Dillington:My question is, indevelopment if it goes down to 1 per cent.What is the
Government going to do about that? view of some of the concerns being expressed by the

African and Caribbean countries, what do you hopeSecretary of State: First of all, as you may know, at
the last Agriculture Council we were, in fact, to get out of the proposed reform of the sugar regime
successful in agreeing unanimously the new rural within the EU, particularly prior to the Hong Kong
development regulation—that is the basis for ministerial conference of theWTOandwhat eVect do
discussion about taking forward the rural strategy. you think that is going to have on the negotiations at
There have been a number of people who have Hong Kong?
promoted the idea that, unless the budget of the EU Secretary of State: I think, first, it probably would be
goes above one per cent, it will not be possible to fund right to say that we are hopeful of trying to draw the
rural development. That is not a view the Council along towards amajor reform in linewith the
Government shares at all. Indeed, I have rejected it in major reform of the CAP as a whole which we
council and in bi-laterals and will continue to do so. undertook in 2003 and along that model, and that is
It is certainly the case that onemight consider change something we will continue to argue for. You are
in how the budget is used, but it cannot be our view, right to say that it could have an impact on the
legitimately in my view, that you cannot do more on negotiations in Hong Kong, but I think, if I may say
rural development without putting extra money into so to the Committee, that what we think is perhaps
the overall budget. We in this country were the first even more important, because, of course, there are
to take advantage of what was, I believe, originally a those who argue that we made our big concessions in
French proposal to modulate the money that goes terms of reform of the CAP in the context of the
into Pillar 1 and use it to fund Pillar 2; that is now Doha round, how many more should we make? But,
compulsory, although on a smaller scale, across the whatever happens at the WTO talks, there are very,
EuropeanUnion.We continue to believe that there is very strong reasons why we should be looking for a
scope to move more monies into Pillar 2 and we will reform of the sugar regime. Leave aside, if you can,
continue to argue for it. the fact that the price of sugar in the EU is three times

that on the world market, but, as a result of theWTO
case, which we lost, we have to reduce by some four
million tons the sugar which is going out onto the
world market. That means that will either have to be
cut from production or it will just be dumped on EUQ14 Baroness Miller of Chilthorne Domer If the
markets, which will completely destabilise themoney for the Pillar 2 moves from historic spending,
market. It seems to me, and certainly to thewhich I gather is one of the proposals, to regional
Commission, that the one option which is notneed, surely in UK terms, with all of the Eastern
available to us is the status quo. There is no longerEuropean countries coming on, we will be back to the
any status quo. We either have sugar dumped on theposition as outlined by Lord Livsey, that there will
market in an uncoordinated way and let events takenot be any money in that Pillar for the UK?
their course, also next year, in 2006, the present sugarSecretary of State: At the present time— As you say,
regime is due to come to an end; there is no automaticthere is an historic distribution of the monies that go
run through of the existing sugar regime; and, finally,into rural development, but then there is the issue of
of course, in 2009, as a result of the Everything butwhether Member States themselves of their own
Arms Agreement, there is duty free and voter freevolition can and would do more, for which we have
access for many of these developed countries. All ofalways argued and, indeed, which we have practised
those things are key drivers for the reform of thenow for some considerable time. So, I repeat, I do not
sugar regime. The fact that it might also assist us inthink it is a matter of saying that there will have to be
the WTO negotiations is, if you like, just the icing onmore money. Where, however, I will not disguise
the cake. It would certainly be beneficial from thatfrom the Committee, I do have some concerns is that
point of view. It will not be easy to reach agreement.it seems tome that the allocation of the monies ought
One of the few things that encourages me is thatto be rather more on objective criteria than just on
consistently over a period this is one of the subjects ofwhat people used to get in the past. However, that is
which my colleagues in the Luxembourg Presidencynot necessarily a view that will commend themajority
said: “This is a very diYcult dossier; I am leaving toon the Council.
itMargaret”, which was frankly embarrassing in thatChairman: Thank you. We can talk about that for a
we had not yet had the general election, but what islot longer. It is a big subject. Good luck in your
more significant andmore helpful is thatmyAustriannegotiations. Sugar: the next subject of inquiry for
colleaguewas equally speedy to leap in and say, “Andour Committee is going to be on sugar—we will start
I do not wish to inherit it from Margaret.” So therethat after the summer holidays—we are asking for
is at least one Member State who is anxious to see aevidence very soon—but I know that Lord Cameron

would like to ask you specifically on that subject. reform completed or a political agreement reached in
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much supporting the view that we do need more timethe UK Presidency. It will not be easy, but sugar will
be on the agenda of every agriculture council meeting to consider the fisheries proposals for each year, so

perhaps the start of the fish year should be delayedright through to November in our presidency. The
Commission has set a goal of trying to reach and the report of the council meeting should be put

back from December to January/February and,agreement in November, so have we, and we will do
our best to achieve that. equally, very strongly supporting you in all you can

do to make certain that the restrictions on fish stockChairman: Thank you. The marine environment and
fisheries: I will ask Baroness Miller to ask you a that the Commission has suggested are enforced, and

it is a subject that we have followed very closely, andquestion on that subject.
will continue to do so.
Secretary of State: IndeedQ16 Baroness Miller of Chilthorne Domer: Thank
Chairman:Nuclear: this does come under our orbit inyou. Given that the Defra approach very clearly laid
terms of nuclear waste management and the eVect onout in net benefits is that fisheries should be seen as a
the environment of nuclear issues, nuclear power. Ivery coherent part of a wider marine environment,
would like to ask Lord Christopher.how do you hope to use the UK Presidency to move

beyond simply the usual argument over fishing
quotas, important though that argument is, into Q18 Lord Christopher:While I think you are aware
stretching Member States to think about progressing of this, Secretary of State, I should, I think, in fairness
towards regional advisory councils, managing the remind you, I do some consultancy, very brief and
environment in a way that will lead to sustainable modest, for British Nuclear Fuels. You are expecting
and profitable fisheries and the sorts of things that the report of the Committee on radioactive waste
Defra have laid out nationally that we want to do management in about a year’s time, so there is
nationally translated into an EU legislative 12 months delay here. Do you anticipate that there
framework? will be some movement, some progress, on the EU
Secretary of State: To a certain extent, obviously we nuclear package of proposals on nuclear waste and
will do everything we can to promote this dialogue the safety of installations in that 12 months, or do we
and, indeed, as I said inmy opening remarks, tomake just wait 12 months?
sure that the annual discussion on quotas and Secretary of State: I think not necessarily, because I
catches, and so on, is better managed by encouraging think it was in June 2004 that the report was last
proposals to come forward as early as possible rather considered. Neither the Dutch nor the Luxembourg
than at the last minute. The overall schedule of the Presidency sought to progress discussion in this area,
Council, which means that many perhaps nearly all we have had no indication from the Austrian
members of the Agriculture Council will be in Hong potential presidency that they intend to discuss this
Kong until probably the Saturday before the Brussels dossier and it is not part of our plans to do so. There
Council is due to meet on the Monday, this may are two reasons. One is that we have some
encourage people to bring forward their proposals reservations about the approach that was taken, but
rather earlier than they sometimes might, because also because, as you say, we have our own committee,
that would be a practical response.With regard to the we are anxious for that committee to make progress
general issue of the marine environment, as I say, we in its discussions rather than have it in any way pre-
will do what we can to promote that discussion. We empted by some of the ideas that are floating round
are to some extent dependent on the timing of the in the papers to which you refer.
Commission’s approach. I thinkwe are not expecting
proposals from them much before December. There

Q19 Chairman: I note that the Lords Economicmay well be a discussion, interestingly enough, at the
AVairs Committee in the press release that they putDecember Environment Council about the general
out for today on their report on climate change putcontext of the marine environment, and we are
in, “The UK nuclear power capacity should beanticipating a marine paper on the maritime
maintained at least at its present level even afterregime—I cannot remember the exact title—but that
existing parts have been decommissioned.” Is thereis likely to be perhaps a little into the new year rather
any comment you would like to make on that?than during our presidency; so it will be a matter of
Secretary of State: No. I think it is an interestingseeing how we can generally promote this aspect of
observation and I know it is a view that is shared bythe agenda which, we share your view, is important
many people.and potentially better for the future.
Chairman:Your answer does not totally surprise me.

Q17 Chairman: We had evidence from your
colleague, Ben Bradshaw, in March, and we are Q20 Lord Christopher: Have you any views on the

prospective sale of Westinghouse? I will probably getpublishing, through the Select Committee, a short
report next week on the evidence that he gave us very told oV for asking the question?
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Q22 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Secretary of State, youSecretary of State: I am sure I would get told oV if I
have referred possibly already to the Conference ofanswered it; it is the DTI’s responsibility.
the Parties in November, a yearly meeting ofChairman: Very good, we will move on to the
signatories to the UN Framework Convention onquestion of regulation, evaluation and authorisation
Climate Change. This discussion is really to someof chemicals. I am very interested in what you said
extent in that context. You will also know that theabout that in your opening remarks. It is not an easy
House of Lords has produced two reports now onissue, but again Baroness Miller will ask you
climate change. This Committee produced one as anquestions.
Environmental and Agriculture Committee on a
scientific basis, and this morning there was one

Q21 Baroness Miller of Chilthorne Domer: When published by the Economic Committee of the House
this Committee some time ago now did its report on of Lords. I will only say that the conclusions diVer
this, it was very clear that it should be the persistent somewhat. The question that I want to ask you, apart
bio-cumulative and toxic chemicals that were from as a Celt saying this might repair Anglo/French
addressed as a matter of urgency. I wonder if you relations, how might the outcome of the G8
could give some view as to whether it is possible that discussion on climate change aVect the activities of
on that section progress can be made perhaps at the the UK Presidency of the EU? We know this is
cost of leaving behind those that people I think accept extremely topical. There is a lot is happening today in
are far less of a threat to health or the environment? this context.
Secretary of State: I certainly understand the Secretary of State: Indeed. Almost irrespective of
Committee’s concern, and, of course, that is an what happens at Gleneagles, I think we can honestly
approach that is taken bymany people looking at this say that the UK’s Presidency of the G8 has already
dossier. I cannot honestly answer your question at somewhat changed the atmosphere in which we will
the present time for two reasons. One is because there be approaching the talks in Montreal and changed it
is a lot of consideration under way now in the for the better, because, as you may know, we have
European Parliament. This may be perhaps part of had quite a large number of events, I think from the
an answer to your question. We remain hopeful point of view of our negotiating departments, quite a
making some progress on the whole dossier—only surprisingly large number. We had the scientific
time will tell if this hope is justified—because there convention in Exeter which produced some
are some indications, I think there are three interesting comment in the latest stage of cyclic
committees of the European Parliament which have understanding. We have perhaps seen in some ways
this issue before them in one way or another, and, of the most significant so far, the meeting of energy and
course, what progress we can make is to some extent environment ministers in March in London which
determined by the progress that they make. There was attended by in total some 20 countries, the G8
are, I am told, many hundreds of amendments countries and also countries which are major energy
available for those committees, equally though I am users and which have substantial and growing,
told that this is the outcome of a very, very successful significantly growing, energy needs, and the fact that
lobbying campaign in view of all the interests that was a practical dialogue which drew in people
concerned, and, in fact, although there are large from the business community, the investment
numbers of amendments, many of them are either community, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, along
identical or very closely related, so that it is not with the senior Chinese minister with keynote
impossible in fact to charter those through if the will speakers, has actually helped very much in opening
to do so is there. In the discussions I have had up the dialogue about what are the practical issues
hitherto, both with members and with committee that the world community can do together to begin to
Chairs particularly of the Environment Committee, a tackle and to address the issue of climate change
willingness to try and find a way through has been rather than it being seen, as sometimes was, I think,
identified, and I think where there remain concerns it in the negotiations on the Kyoto protocol, especially
is about the better regulation context; and what we when you get into the technicalities at the end, there
believe is that, if we continue to try to make the kind is a rather sterile and theological and ideological
of progress that will enable people to see this, as we debate, taking it into the realms of the practical
hope it will be, as an exercise in better regulation, aspects of what the world community can work on
then that in itself may assist us in coming to some together, has very much helped to free up that
conclusions. At the present time we are not seeing the dialogue, and let us hope that whatever happens in at
necessity to separate out diVerent approaches, but we Gleneagles does nothing to impede that and, indeed,
are trying to move the whole dossier forward, and takes it forward. It is, of course, extremely significant
that too is an area that our Austrian colleagues, that the five outreach countries the Prime Minister
equally passionately, do not much wish to inherit. has invited to join the G8 leaders at Gleneagles are,

in fact, themselves the significant energy users:Chairman: Climate change, Lord Livsey.
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targets, assisting Africa’s poor and moving from aidChina, India, Brazil, South Africa andMexico. I was
not in attendance, for obvious reasons, at the recent to trade, thus contributing to sustainability and

community development and environmentalmeeting of experts which was a seminar set up at the
Buenos Aires climate change talks, but those who conservation. It is all there. Is there a willingness to

embrace this concept?were tell me that the atmosphere there was much
more positive than they could possibly have hoped Secretary of State: I think there is a willingness. These
when the decision was made to set up that seminar in things are kept under review and what has to be
Buenos Aires itself. So there does seem to be a much borne in mind is that people are very anxious to
greater willingness to engage in dialogue about the ensure that whatever schemes are undertaken, and so
future, about the impacts of climate change we on, are sound, that there really is a contribution being
cannot avoid and how we adapt to them, and so on. made to environmental improvement and that that

contribution can be again transparently and
consistent assessed and measured, and I think it is aQ23 Earl Peel:To save time, perhaps I could ask two
degree of concern about quite how these issues arequestions together because they are related. Secretary
being handled that may perhaps have led to theof State, in your view has the first round of emission
decisions to which you refer; but I would also say thattrading provided a solid foundation for reducing
there is a very strong willingness in the Commissionemissions in the European Union, and, given the
and amongMember States, exactly as you say, to trydiYculties which a number of the Member States
to draw in and to work with people in developinghave experienced agreeing the national allocations
countries, whether in Africa or elsewhere, and thatplans for the first round of the scheme, how do you
people are again looking all the time at some of thethink these problems can be avoided at the next
rules, some of the bureaucracy, some of ways inround?
which these potential schemes work to try to makeSecretary of State: Yes, we think it has been
sure that we make as much good progress as we canreasonably successful, bearing in mind this is the first
as fast as we can.time that anything along these lines or on this scale

has been attempted, so we think it has improved it
and has been constructive, but I understand and we Q25 Lord Cameron of Dillington: Aviation seems to
share entirely the concern about the process of be one of the most damaging forms of transport in
deciding the national allocation plan and howwe can terms of emissions, both passenger miles or, for that
improve it, and our concern in setting up the first matter, foodmiles, which ismore important to us, yet
round and certainly our concern as we approach any theGovernment continues to seem to want to expand
discussions of phase two, we will be pressing the our airport provision. That might be alright if we
Commission to try tomake sure that there are robust, could somehow introduce a level playing field in
transparent and consistent approaches to the setting terms of the ultimate consumers being forced to pay
of the national allocation plans. I think there was not up front for the environmental damage they are
perhaps always the guidance that Member States creating. I was just wondering whether aviation fuel
might have wanted as to the basis on which their tax is a possibility, is possible at all, or if the emissions
plans would be judged. Certainly the process of trading scheme, which seems to be more favoured by
judging and recommending, and, as you will know, the Government, is going make the ultimate
the Commissioner actually bore down quite heavily consumer look before he leapt, as it were?
on most Member States’ approaches upon allocation Secretary of State: It is certainly the case that we do
plans, was not as transparent a process as we would favour the use of the emissions trading scheme, and
have liked and as we think Member States would we ourselves would very much like to see aviation
benefit from. So that is something we should be very brought into that scheme as early as 2008 if that were
much trying to encourage as we approach phase two. technically and in other ways possible. We are going

to try and promote discussions of that during our
presidency. Although there is a quite lot of good willQ24 Earl Peel:May I ask my supplementary, which
and interest in such a proposal, it is not clear at theis a slightly diVerent subject. I read a fascinating
moment where the majority of Member States lie inreport the other day which demonstrated that
terms of their views and their approach. I cannot atEurope has ruled that certificates of carbon storage
the moment recall where I have the date, but we areand vegetation and soils in developing countries is
expecting a proposal from the Commission hopefullybanned from entering the EU emissions trading
this month, and we hope that that will stimulate ascheme until the year 2008. It struck me that, given
discussion, and I understand that although thatthe focus on Africa particularly at the moment,
proposal will examine EU emissions trading it willwould it not be appropriate to include these countries
also examine some of these other options. Again, it isin such schemes? It seemed to me that by opening up
not clear yet. There has not been a suYcientlythe carbon market to Africa would be central to

promoting fair trade, benefiting climate change widespread discussion in the Council to get an
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There will be all kinds of discussions about whatassessment of where diVerent Member States
approaches to the issue of fuel taxes, or whatever it is, kinds of taxation regime we could produce, but it is

not necessarily a given that that would have thewhere the balance of that opinion is. I will perhaps
say two other things very briefly if I may, Lord environmental impact that people are seeking. That

is partly why we prefer emissions trading. I expect theRenton. First of all, although it is the case that the
Government has agreed that we should allow some Committee are aware that ours is the first year of the

presidency in which we are carbon oV-setting everyairport expansion, we have not set our hands just on
unlimited airport expansion anywhere—it was a very aspect of our G8 year.
carefully considered and balanced proposal that the
Government put forward—but the second point that Q26 Chairman: Secretary of State, thank you very

much indeed. We must let you go; you have overrunI should perhaps make, apart from the fact this is, of
course, classically an issue that has to try and proceed your time limit. Your answers have been very

interesting and instructive.We have gone over a widethrough not just international but, if possible, local
agreement, and that is where there has long been a range of important subjects. We will, of course, send

you a transcript. If there is anything you want toconsiderable amount of opposition to taxing and the
taxation approach; but one of the reasons that we correct, do please do so. If there is any further written

material youwould like to send to us in relation to theargue for emissions trading is because, first of all, it is
one of the most cost-eVective ways of reducing day, please do so too. Above all, thank you so much

for coming on a busy day and thank you for your veryemissions and, second, it is the one that classically
will produce, is certain to produce, an environmental helpful answers.

Secretary of State: Thank you.impact and not just a cost or fund-raising impact.
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